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SUMMARY

1. The Committee on Budgetary Control of the European Parliament looks at how 
the Budget of the European Union is spent, how well goals are met and if the 
programmes are value for money and ensuring that European tax payer money is 
spent efficiently, effectively and according to European Union laws. In addition 
this parliamentary committee is in charge of the fight against fraud and the 
protection of the Union's financial interests in general. 

The Committee pays a particular attention to the fight against cigarette smuggling 
and other forms of illicit trade in tobacco products at the external border of the 
European Union.

In 2012 law enforcement authorities in the European Union reported seizures of 
cigarettes to OLAF totalling 3.8 Billion illegal cigarettes. The current economic 
loss to the budgets of the Member States and the European Union through the 
illicit trade in cigarettes is currently estimated to exceed Euro 10 billion annually.  

2. The Committee on Budgetary Control decided to send a delegation to the 
Bulgarian border with Turkey and Greece from 18 to 20 September 2013. In 
accordance with the decision taken by the Bureau of the European Parliament on 
11 March 2013, it  invited the Committee on Civil Liberties, Justice and Home 
Affairs to join the delegation by appointing one of its members.   

This delegation followed up the hearing organised by the Committee on 17 
September 2012 concerning "How to improve the capacity of the future Hercules 
III programme to promote activities in the field of the protection of the EU's 
financial interests?"

3. At this occasion CONT was made aware of the fact that Bulgaria’s geographical 
location makes it vulnerable to illicit traffic. In particular the South Eastern region 
where the Bulgarian, Hellenic and Turkish borders meet has been identified as 
particularly critical. 

The Centre for the Study of Democracy published in 2012 a document entitled 
"Corruption among border guards" (http//www.csd.bg/artShow.php?id= 16109) in 
which it mentions that the Kapitan Andreevo area (amongst others) has 
increased vulnerability to corruption. On the other side in 2012 the Regional anti-
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1 The regional Anti-corruption initiative- FOCUS Information Agency 3/05:2012

corruption initiative1 reminded that 30 customs officers were arrested in the frames 
of a special operation carried out at the Kapitan Andreevo border check point.  

4. The Delegation therefore focused its attention on this particular border crossing 
point (BCP) as well as its Turkish counterpart of Kapikule and more generally on 
how controls are organized in the tri-border region.

5. The CONT delegation had several official meetings in Sofia on 18 September 
2013 with the Minister of the Interior and the Chiefs of Customs and Border 
police services and visited on 19 and 20 September 2013 the Border Crossing 
Points of Kapitan Andreevo/Kapikule (Bulgaria-Turkey) and Ipsala/Kipi 
(Turkey/Greece) in the targeted sensitive region. 

6. CONT delegation observations and recommendations:
– notes that the facilities of the BCP Kapikule (Turkey) seem to be modern and 

sufficient, that the buildings of BCP Kapitan Andreevo (Bulgaria) have been 
rehabilitated, that the BCPs of Kapitan Andreevo, Kapikule and Ipsala
(Turkey) are equipped with X ray scanners, that the cooperation with Frontex 
is rather good and that the needed measures seem to have been taken to 
take the lessons of the recent corruption case in Kapitan Andreevo; 

– notes that the facilities of BCP Kipi (Greece) should be further modernised 
and stresses that the understaffing of the Hellenic customs services at Kipi 
leads to serious problems in protecting the border;

– points out that Bulgaria has built the first part of the integrated system for 
control and surveillance along the Turkish border which is considered as the 
most problematic external border of the country and that this first part is 
already running in the area of BCP Kapitan Andreevo to BCP Lesovo since 01 
July 2012;

– stresses that with inter alia the improvement of the border controls the 
cigarette smuggling has taken other forms (smaller shipments, new ways to 
hide the products) and other roads; 

– notes that according to information provided by the OLAF almost 50% of the 
total tobacco seized in Bulgaria is coming from illegal production and that the 
brands seized in 2012 were as followed: Omega18,5% (USA and Poland) 
Tabaccus: 11.5% (Greece), Capital: 9% (Jebel Ali Free Zone- Dubai), 
Malimbo: 8.5 %(UAE), Marble : 7.5% China; is furthermore astonished that 
Raquel brand from Cyprus accounts for 13 % of counterfeited cigarettes in 
2011 and is ranked second after Marlboro brand;

– highlights that roads border crossing (BG/TK and EL/TK) are no more 
particularly sensitive as regards cigarette smuggling, that smuggling by sea is 
more concerning with in particular the closed port of Famagusta as point of 
departure; that this port is occasionally used to reload smuggled materials 
coming from the Middle East and that the port of Burgas in Bulgaria was also 
on several occasions the declared destination of cigarettes loaded on to 
vessels departing from Port Said in Egypt;

– welcomes that the cooperation between Bulgaria and Turkey and between
Greece and Turkey seem to have improved;

– Calls on the responsible authorities to provide more information on the 
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functioning of the joint centre for police and customs cooperation announced 
by the Bulgarian Government in 2011 among Bulgaria, Greece and Turkey 
which the CONT delegation had not been in a position to verify on the spot at 
Kapitan Andreevo; 

– encourages the responsible Turkish authorities to improve the efficiency of 
border checks which, according to the Bulgarian authorities, are not yet fully 
efficient;

– is concerned by the fact that according to the Turkish authorities a large part 
of the illicit market in Turkey is composed by "prestige" brand cigarette which 
are produced in Sofia, and urges the Bulgarian authorities to take the 
necessary measure to prevent this production to be exported and smuggled 
back into Turkey; 

– recommends that the Heads of the Customs Services in Kipi and Ipsala 
conclude a memorandum of understanding which would improve the daily 
coordination between the two border crossing points;

– calls on the responsible authorities in Kipi and Ipsala to harmonize their 
border checks in order to better facilitate the transit and improve the controls;

7. The CONT delegation visited the transit centre for asylum seekers in Pastrogor 
opened in May 2012. At this occasion, but also during the meeting with the 
Minister of the Interior, the Bulgarian authorities voiced a real fear to be 
overflowed by refugees coming from Syria. The delegation shares this concern 
and calls on the LIBE committee to follow up on the situation of the refugees in 
Bulgaria.

OFFICIAL MEETINGS WITH BULGARIAN AUTHORITIES - 18 September 2013, 
Sofia

Meeting with the Minister of Interior, Mr Tsvetlin Yovchev

Controls at the Bulgarian borders 

The Minister stressed the effort made by the Bulgarian services to reinforce the 
controls at the Bulgarian borders.   

Bulgaria has planned to build an integrated system for control and surveillance along 
the part of the Turkish border which is considered as the most problematic external 
border of the country. It is foreseen that by 30 June 2015, the integrated system for 
monitoring the entire Bulgarian – Turkish border area will be completed. A first part is 
already running in the area of BCP Kapitan Andreevo to BCP Lesovo since 01 July 
2012.

Mr Yovchev detailed the investments along the Turkish Border made in the framework 
of the Schengen Facility 2007 – 2009: 

Network communication equipment supporting IP telephony and protection of the 
transferred information was delivered and distributed in the regional border sectors and 
border police sections at the external borders which enhanced trustworthiness of the 
telecommunication provision at the external borders.

The necessary hardware and software for the development of communication network 
for the Special Centre for Temporary Accommodation of Third Country Nationals 
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(illegal migrants) situated in Sofia and in Lyubimetz (in the border zone at the Bulgarian-
Turkish border) was supplied and installed.
The radio coverage along the Bulgarian – Serbian and Bulgarian-FYROM borders and 
the Bulgarian- Turkish border and the Black Sea border was extended (total eligible 
costs for the whole project: 20.688.213, 42 €). 

Specialized Centre for Temporary Accommodation of Third Country Nationals in 
Lyubimetz (Bulgarian-Turkish) was built and furnished. It is used for accommodating 
third country nationals with issued decision related to return or decision on removal 
(total eligible costs: 4.077.125,06 €). The Pastrogor transit center was opened in May 
2012.

Cooperation with Frontex/ Situation at Bulgarian/Turkish border

Data from Frontex show a significant increase in the number of migrants detected at 
the Bulgarian/Turkish border, essentially due to the worsening of the Syrian crisis, in 
particular from August 2012; according to Frontex in 2013 (January-May), 45% of the 
irregular migrants detected at the Bulgarian/Turkish border were Syrians (621 out of 
1.395 cases).

Bulgaria already participates in the Joint Operation 'Poseidon Land' coordinated by 
Frontex, at the border of Turkey with Bulgaria and Greece. If necessary, a 
reinforcement of this operation could be considered, combined – depending on the 
needs and the influx – with a rapid border intervention operation. The costs of a rapid 
intervention operation are carried by Frontex. EASO was also contacted by Bulgarian 
authorities, however so far no specific request for assistance was submitted.

Flows of refugees from Syria

Increasing numbers of Syrians fleeing violence in their homeland are heading for 
Bulgaria and ending up in overcrowded and "dire" reception centers as the country on 
the edge of the European Union struggles to cope with the influx.

By the 18th of September 2013, Bulgaria had received about 3,000 asylum 
applications, mainly from the Middle East and Africa. This is three times the yearly 
average of the past decade. August saw a sharp rise to some 50 new arrivals (mainly 
Syrian families) per day compared to four a month a year earlier and in September 
between 60 and 100 people arrived each day.

Mr Yovchev made a plea for more European Solidarity

The country's three refugee centers (Pastrogor, Elsovo, Astovo) -- with space for only 
1,100 people -- have long been overflowing with migrants, prompting the government to 
put people in detention centers and start an urgent search for buildings that can be 
turned into shelters.

Fighting cigarette smuggling

Mr Yovchev stressed the role of the national security state agency in the fight against 
cigarette smuggling and pointed out that joint teams have been set up with the customs 
agency in order in particular to perform risk analysis as to the border surveillance.
Mr Geier introduced the members of the delegation, stating that its main goal was to 
examine how the border controls work. From the hearing held on 17 September 2012 
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about Hercules III the Committee on Budgetary Control had been informed of the 
movements of cigarette illicitly traded across the Bulgarian territory. The delegation will 
focus on the controls where the three borders of Bulgaria, Greece and Turkey meet, in 
particular at Kapitan Andreevo. It seems that the situation has improved. His first 
question was about the margin of new improvement. 

Mr Mulder raised the issue of the adhesion to Schengen stressing that his government 
was opposed to.
Ms Gräßle reminded that Bulgarian procedures for issuing citizenship were exploited 
by corrupt officials who agree to fast-track passports for less than £200 adding to 
existing fears in western Europe about the large number of migrants, some with 
criminal records, expected to arrive from Moldova 
In the light of the progress report on the verification mechanism she pointed out the low 
absorption capacity of the Bulgarian authority as regards European funds.

She feared that the new government would not be efficient enough when dealing with 
corruption.   

Replies by the Minister 

Mr Yovchev noted that the new Government was in place since a short period and that 
it is always difficult to change radically the state of play within such a short delay. 
Nevertheless the Bulgarian authorities have made significant progress. To the 
Minister's view there is a trend in the Western media to present a wrong image of the 
country; progress could already be measured as to the absorption capacity, the reform 
of the judiciary and the fight against organized crime and corruption.

He mainly pointed out that the integrated border control system is on his way.
He reminded that Bulgaria has to face a big increase in the flow of refugees, that 
cooperation with Frontex is smooth and that concrete measures against cigarette 
smuggling have been taken (mobile scanners, new equipment at the borders). The 
cooperation with Greece and Turkey has improved.  

Background from the Commission

External Borders Funds (EBF) 2010 – 2013: Integrated Border Surveillance System at 
the border with Turkey

The allocations under the EBF for the 2010 – 2013 period was as follows for the Integrated 
Border Surveillance System at the border with Turkey

2010 2011 2012 2013 TOTAL

975.000 2.025.000 4.616.250 8.161.500 15.777.750

Through the EBF 2010 annual program, Bulgaria has cancelled the action due to 
problems during the tender procedure and finally the extremely short time left for the 
implementation of the action. 

For next EBF 2011-2013 annual programs it seems that the Bulgarian authorities have 
signed procurement contracts. 

EBF emergencies measures
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In addition to the country allocation (€ 38M) in the framework of the External Borders 
Fund (EBF) for the period of 2010 - 2013, the support under EBF emergency 
assistance (€ 17,9M) is available to the Member States facing pressure requiring 
urgent action at the borders. The emergency assistance may be granted upon 
submission of the ad hoc emergency request application containing definition of 
specific needs.

Meeting with representatives of the Committee on European Affairs and oversight 
of the European Funds and the Defense Committee of the National Assembly of 
Bulgaria 

Having briefly introduced the members of the delegation M. GEIER stressed its main 
objectives: check on the border control, in particular as regards cigarette smuggling as 
this is detrimental to the income side of the European Union budget.

In his introductory statement the Chairman of the European Affairs Committee Mr 
Mladen Petrov Cherveniakov pointed out that Bulgaria fulfils all the needed 
requirements to become member of Schengen; he underlined the progress achieved 
since the conclusions adopted by the Council in June 2011. He also affirmed that the 
Bulgarian sea border is the best guarded of all the EU member states.    

Mr Kalfin clarified the main concerns of the EP delegation and asked to which extent 
the Bulgarian Parliament was monitoring the use of the European money. He regretted 
the absence of the representatives of the Finances committee of the Bulgarian 
parliament.

Mr Petrov Cherveniakov noted that its committee worked a lot as regards the issue of
the absorption capacity of the EU funds and stressed the enormous progress achieved 
as reported in the official document adopted by its Committee in 2011. As to the fight 
against cigarette smuggling he insisted that the Bulgarian Parliament had been actively 
involved in the definition of the new legislation concerning the State Agency for 
National Security. For the rest, he pointed out that the main task of a national 
parliament is to scrutinise the action of the Government and not to fight against 
cigarette smuggling.    
Ms Gräßle considered that Bulgaria had to face several difficulties. She stressed that a 
large amount of cigarettes actually on the market are smuggled. She made the link 
between cigarette smuggling and organized crime and also underlined that terrorism 
could be financed through this way. She reminded that more than 30 customs officers 
were arrested in 2012 in the frames of a special operation carried at the Kapitan 
Andreevo border checkpoint and asked how the Bulgarian authorities have reacted 
upon this.

Mr Mulder reminded that the Dutch government opposed to the accession of Bulgaria 
to Schengen for problems of corruption; he asked for actual and convincing figures.
Mr Geier wondered whether there was a room for improvement in the cooperation with 
Greece and Turkey as regards the fight against cigarette smuggling. 

Mr Petrov Cherveniakov expressed the view that it is not the parliament's mission to 
fight against corruption or cigarette smuggling. If possible the figures would be 
provided by the prosecutor offices. Mr Chavoarov Angelov and Mr Dimitrov Tanchev 
highlighted the progress achieved in the absorption capacity of their country but they 
also explained how the civil society was involved in this achievement. They refer to the 
interim report of their committee on the absorption of the EU Funds in the Republic of 
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Bulgaria dated 14.01.2011
(http://www.ipex.eu/IPEXL-WEB/dossier/files/download/082dbcc53267f2a10132a9ea065b2059.do)

Meeting with Mr Kiril Zhelev, Director of the Bulgarian Customs Agency 

In the presence of Mr. Nikolai Popov, Deputy Director General, Ms. Marina Popova, 
Director of the International Relations Directorate, Central Customs Directorate, Mr 
Sergey Nakov, Director of the Intelligence and Investigation Directorate, Ms Vyara 
Filipova, Head of Unit “International projects and multilateral cooperation” and Ms
Zdravka Goranova, Chief Expert in the International Relations Directorate.

In his introduction Mr Zhelev noted that the customs agency is a revenue agency, 
aiming at ensuring the financial security. It participates in the fight against corruption 
but is also used to take part in different European projects: from PHARE to Hercules II 
and Fiscalis.

Having presented the delegation Mr Geier asked how to improve the state of play.

Ms Gräßle asked whether the decrease in cigarette seizures of last year was due to 
less controls.

Mr Mulder wished to receive statistics about the fraud cases brought before the 
national jurisdictions

Mr. Nakov pointed out that the decrease in the seizures was linked to changes in the 
way smugglers work. They prefer smaller but more frequent shipments which imply 
altogether a diminution in the seizure but considerable financial losses for the state. 
On the other hand the illegal sale of cigarettes goes down. As to the cases referred to 
the Court he could only provide information on the cases transferred from the 
beginning of 2012; as to the sentences he was of the opinion that the courts, and not 
his agency, have to reply.
Mr. Zhelev noted that the raise of the excise duties since 2012 was an incentive for 
smuggling in the country, he repeated that the shipments are smaller and the logistic 
of the smugglers has improved, special warehouses are used, hospitals and schools 
targeted. He came back to certain seizures success stories, deplores the lack of staff 
but pointed out the better cooperation between the services of the Ministry of the 
Interior and the state agency for National Security.

Mr. Geier asked for information about the smuggling roads.

Mr. Kalfin came back on the decrease of cigarette smuggling and raised the issue of 
the cooperation with Greece while Ms Gräßle addressed the issue of the corrupted 
agents at the border with Turkey. 

Mr Mulder wanted to be informed as to the daily cooperation with the Commission 
services.

Mr Nakov repeated that the modus operandi used to smuggle cigarettes has been 
changed and that according to all the information available the cigarette smuggling 
has been reduced. He put forward different elements: better quality of the inspections, 
ban of public smoking, raise of the prices, better borders check with new equipment 
as in particular the X ray use in Kapitan Andreevo. As to the smuggling roads, the 
main entrance is from Greece. The Turkish Bulgarian border is well protected.
Ms Popova came back to some aspects of smuggling on the "Bulgarian internal 
market": illegal sales of duty free tobaccos coming from the Turkish border, illegal 
trade of low quality and not marked cigarettes; she noted that a part of this smuggling 
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is exported to Western Europe through Hungary and Austria. She also commented on 
the measures taken after the arraignment of the corrupted agents, in particular, the 
introduction of compulsory mobility rules for the customs agents and the creation of a 
specific hotline for receiving the complaints.

Mr Ilchev raised the issue of sugar smuggling and pointed out the low Bulgarian living 
standard as the origin of internal smuggling activity.
Mr Zhelev and Mr Nakov finally commented on these points. 

Meeting with Mr Zaharin Penov, Chief Directorate Border Police and visit of the 
National Coordination Center 

Mr Penov made a very comprehensive statement presenting the borders of Bulgaria 
with Serbia, FYROM, Greece, Turkey and the black sea, the structure of the Chief 
Directorate Border Police, the principles of border control (checks and surveillance) 
the technical equipment for first and second lines border checks and for the 
surveillance, the different components of the border police (maritime, river, air) and 
the national coordination center. He focused his speech on the state of play in the 
preparation to Schengen (Schengen Evaluation sea, air and land borders), the 
integrated border surveillance system of the maritime border, the integrated border 
surveillance system along the Bulgarian -Turkish border, and the automated system 
for technical surveillance at the Bulgarian-Serbian border. He depicted the video 
surveillance system at the border crossing points, the gates at the border crossing 
point at Sofia airport, the equipment for prevention of illegal trafficking in nuclear and 
other radioactive materials and the devices for detecting hidden persons. He also 
detailed the cooperation with neighboring countries, pointing out the setting up of 
joint border patrols and common contact centers with Turkey and Greece, and 
developed the activities within the Black Sea cooperation forum, the cooperation 
with Frontex (joint operations, plans for interaction and training). He pursued by the 
migratory pressure on entry for the period 01/2013 to 09/2013 (4355 people from 
Turkey with the recent flow of refugees from Syria) detailed the number of detained 
irregular migrants on entry at the external borders (in particular at the Bulgarian - 
Turkish border).    
As regards the prevention of smuggling he underlined that with the participation of 
officers from chief Directorate Border Police both independently as well as in joint 
actions with other services 17.262.426 pieces of cigarettes have been seized in 
2013. 26.100 kg of cannabis plants has been discovered through special police 
operations by its services.  
Mr. Geier asked what could be improved in the cooperation with the neighboring 
countries and how to assess the tasks allocation between the Bulgarian agencies. 

Mr. Mulder wished to receive some statistics about the immigration coming from 
Turkey and the Syrian part of it.
Ms. Gräßle asked for clarification on the number of staff occupied by the border 
police and the judicial follow-up given by the Bulgarian authorities to the corruption 
case in Kapitan Andreevo.

Mr. Kalfin wondered to which extent the cooperation with Frontex could alleviate the 
pressure from the Turkish border. He also was interested by the bilateral projects 
with 'older Member States'.

In his replies Mr. Penov pointed out in particular that a common standard have been 
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drafted as regards the functioning of specialized agencies, that 6223 people work for 
the Border police, that there was a readmission agreement with Greece and 
deplored that the Turkish authorities do not take all the necessary measures in order 
to control their own borders. As to the improvements to be envisaged he noted that 
the project of common patrols with Turkey has not significantly progressed.  

National coordination Center of the Border Police

After the meeting with the Chief Directorate Border police the delegation had the 
opportunity to visit the national coordination centre fully equipped by the end of 2010.
In particular the delegation had the possibility to look at the IT equipment and the 
multiple screens of the integrated border surveillance system at the Bulgarian -
Turkish border, the integrated surveillance system blue border, the national 
situational picture (covering the state of play of all the borders) and the connection to 
Eurosur. Contact by video conference was organised with the customs office in 
Kapitan Andreevo and Alexandropoulis.

Briefing by the European Anti-fraud Office (OLAF) on cigarette smuggling in 
Bulgaria and Greece

Before the visits of the Pastrogor accommodation centre and the Border crossing 
points, the delegation was briefed by Ms Eniko Csontos (OLAF) on the following 
points: breakdown of genuine and counterfeit cigarettes seized per country (Bulgaria 
and Greece) in 2011 and 2012, brands seized, origins of the cigarettes seized, 
departure ports most frequently used in respect of shipments of cigarettes seized in 
containers in 2011, significant seizures of cigarettes by road, rail, sea or air in 2011, 
the main modus operandi used to smuggle cigarettes or other tobacco products into 
Bulgaria and changes of modus operandi for smuggling cigarettes in 2011, new 
trends or significant highlights encountered in 2011 (Bulgaria and Greece), 
discovered factories producing counterfeit cigarettes in Bulgaria in 2011 and tobacco 
manufacturers present in Bulgaria. 

VISIT OF THE PASTROGOR ACCOMODATION CENTER OF THE STATE 
AGENCY ON THE REFUGEES - 19 September 2013, Pastrogor

Meeting with Mr Anton Ilief Director of the Pastrogor Accommodation Centre 

Mr Ilief reminded that the 
Bulgarian government adopted in 
2011 its “National Strategy on 
Migration, Asylum and Integration 
2011-2020” in the framework of 
the European asylum policy. This 
program aims at fortifying the 
“struggle against illegal migration 
and the smuggling of goods or 
human beings” which in turn 
resulted in strong cooperation with 
Frontex. 

The Pastrogor transit center in Bulgaria was opened in May 2012. Situated near the 
border with Turkey, the center can host up to 300 asylum seekers (there are 
currently 1700 pending asylum cases in Bulgaria) and serves as temporary home to 
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asylum-seekers while Bulgaria reviews whether it is 
responsible for examining their asylum claims - under EU Dublin II 
arrangements - and whether their claims are manifestly unfounded. The asylum 
seekers for which Bulgaria accepts responsibility and whose claims are not 
manifestly unfounded are then transferred to so-called Registration Reception 
Centre of the State Agency for Refugees in Bulgaria. The opening of this transit 
reception center was expected to counter the practice of keeping asylum seekers in 
detention facilities for returnees for the initial stages of the asylum procedure 
(namely in the Special Centers for Temporary Accommodation of Foreigners) and 
ensure their timely transfer to the open reception centers of the State Agency for 
Refugees. 

Mr Ilief provided the delegation with a complete description of the center's facilities.
Mr Geier presented the members of the delegation stressing that Mr. Mulder and Mr 
Ilchev were members of the LIBE Committee.

Mr. Mulder asked how long the people stay in the center and what are the education 
facilities. 
Ms Gräßle wished to be informed about the actual duration of the asylum procedures 
and about the respect of immigration quota.

Mr Ilief pointed out in the different procedures foreseen by the Dublin II regulation 
(up to 3 months depending with the normal procedure, non-accelerated, which 
means 7/8 months in case of prolongation).

He also noted that the return procedures could be hampered by the visa 
requirements. He made a plea to clarify certain elements of the rules and to 
harmonize the ways the Member States implement them.

He voiced a real fear to be overflowed by refugees coming from Syria. While in the 
past months Bulgarian authorities registered 400 arrivals per month, in August it 
was1500 and since the beginning of September there have been 550.  

They all arrive after transiting in Turkey. All, or almost all, see Bulgaria just as a 
passage to reach the countries of central and n
orthern Europe Every day the border police stops d
ozens of people and, according to the Bulgarian a
uthorities, the limited reception facilities in the c
ountry are already exhausted.

The center of Pastrogor has an official capacity of 3
00 places, but at the moment there are over 500 p
eople, including about 150 children. 

After the meeting with the Director of the Center, the delegation had the 
opportunity to briefly meet the asylum seekers. Interviews were given to the 
Bulgarian national television.
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Background from the Commission

Concerns were raised by NGO's with respect to the fact that the Transit Centre does 
not provide food to asylum seekers and that the limited amount of money they are 
provided with (33 Euros) would not suffice ensuring a dignified standard of living. 
The situation of families with children would be of particular concern in this regard. 

In addition to reported insufficient and inadequate reception conditions for asylum 
seekers, the asylum situation in Bulgaria is of concern for several other reasons:

(1) reported deficiencies related to the access to the asylum procedure and the 
decision-making process: delayed registration of applications, lack of interpreters 
for rare languages, interviews conducted in a manner not allowing for a 
sufficiently in-depth analysis of the asylum case, very limited availability of 
country of origin information (COI) and limited capacity to analyse it; 

(2) reported unlawful imprisonment contrary to Article 31 of the Geneva Convention 
(prohibition of sanctioning illegal border crossing).

The Commission is investigating the above m
entioned concerns and will shortly seek c
larification from the Bulgarian authorities. 
(Briefing from the Commission 18.09. 2013)

VISITS OF THE BORDER CROSSING POINTS - 1
9 - 20 September 2013

Visit and presentation of the Border Police S
tation - 19 September 2013, Svilengrad

The delegation was received by Mr Ivanov, Chief Regional Directorate Border Police 
Elhovo, Mr Dimitrov deputy head of the border police station and Mr Grigoriou 
Apostolou Head of Frontex operation in Greece.

Mr Ivanov described the duties of his office, the main transit roads from Turkey and 
the main immigration moves across the border. He passed in review the latest 
technology “Control System with Camera and Radar,” introduced at the border from 
Elhovo to Svilengrad. The control system, worth of 20 million Euro, provides tight 
security, and tracks any kind of movement in the 32-kilometer area at Turkey-
Bulgaria border.
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The system was set up within the scope of fitting into Bulgaria's Schengen criteria. 
The most of the illegal border crossings happen at the specified 32-kilometer area 
which is close to Turkey-Bulgaria border.

The sensitivity of the system increases when the temperatures drop and also at night 
time it gives perfect results. Controlling system tracks any moving object, humans or
groups of humans up to 15 kilometers from the Turkish border.
He also provided data on staff and equipment (helicopters, mobile patrols with radar) 
and on the amounts of total detained irregular immigrants on entry at the Bulgarian -
Turkish border showing an huge increase since the beginning of 2013 with 4355 
detained people and detailing the apprehensions at green border and Border 
Crossing Point. Details were also provided as regards the 2013 monthly 
apprehensions and about the top nationalities of the illegal migrants : in 2013 /Syria 
58%, Palestine 8% Algeria 5% Mali 4%, Iraq and others 21%.

Mr Geier recalled the interest of the delegation for the fight against cigarette 
smuggling and asked what needs to be improved in particular in the cooperation with 
Turkey and Frontex.
Mr Kalfin insisted on the cooperation with Frontex while Mr Ilchev asked whether it 
was possible to take lessons from the experience of the wall (fence) at Hellenic side. 
Mr. Mulder was interested by the amounts of irregular migrants and Ms Gräßle
wanted to know about the number of smuggling cases deferred to and prosecuted by 
the Courts.

Mr Ivanov considered positively the cooperation with the Turkish authorities in 
particular as regards the tobacco products and pointed out the efficiency of the 
mobile groups responsible for the large majority of seizures. He did not have the 
precise amounts of prosecuted cases.      

Visit of BCP “Kapitan Andreevo” and meetings with representatives of the 
border police and the customs authorities - 19 September 2013

The delegation was received at BCP Kapitan Andreevo by the head of the Border 
Crossing Point in presence of Mr Zhelev Chief Directorate Border police.

Mr Geier stated that the traffic seemed increasing. He was interested to know the 
waiting time. Ms Gräßle raised the issue of the infrastructure financed by the 
Hercules Programme and Mr Kalfin wished to receive more information about the 
anti-smuggling tools in particular X ray scanners.
Data were provided by the Bulgarian authorities as regards the waiting time: in 
principle 2/3 minutes, the X ray Scanners which permit in depth inspection, and the 
main seizures operated at BCP Kapitan Andreevo the last months: cigarettes, drugs, 
counterfeit goods, labels. They insisted that Kapitan Andreevo was the first barrel on 
the Balkan drugs road. Questions were posed by the members as regards the 
attractiveness of smuggling cigarettes, the "label fraud" and its impact in terms of 
VAT, on the way to perform the risk analysis preceding inspections, on the impact of 
the implementation of the Free Trade Agreement with Turkey on the VAT resource, 
on the case of the 30 corrupted agents, the rehabilitation and construction works of 
the Border Crossing Point infrastructure and on the Staff occupied at Kapitan 
Andreevo (293 in total, 105 at BCP).     

After the exchange of views with the customs authorities the delegation had 
the opportunity to see on the spot the installations of the border station. In 
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particular, the members were able to observe the functioning of a scanner and 
witnessed in real time the discovery of 6 cartouches of cigarettes.

Background

Kapitan Andreevo is one of the largest border crossings in Europe. Similar to all 
border crossing stations in Bulgaria, there are six different border control agencies 
working at Kapitan Andreevo.
The structure and organization of the Kapitan Andreevo crossing point is the 
following:

– 3 customs offices
– and customs officers are organized in groups performing different functions: a 

TIR carnet department, a department for combating smuggling, regular customs 
control department and drug trafficking department.

Kapitan Andreevo is the junction of the most significant drug trafficking route through 
the country, from Turkey to Western Europe.
Transportation, smuggling and organized crime - Center for the Study of Democracy - 
2004

In January 2013, the Ministry of Finance of the Republic of Bulgaria published the 
following press release about the rehabilitation of Kapitan Andreevo border check 
point: The Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Finance Simeon Djankov will 
inspect today the process of the overall rehabilitation of Kapitan Andreevo border 
check-point and the construction works of a 3.4 km access road to the border check-
point which is part of Maritsa motorway. The Ministry of Finance is the Contracting 
Authority under the Second Trade and Transport Facilitation Project (TTFSE II) 
which is funded by the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development and 
co- financed by the state budget.

Rehabilitation takes places in two stages taking account of traffic seasonality in the 
conditions of ceaseless operation of the border check-point. After finishing the 
works, the border check-point along with the connection to Maritsa motorway will 
ensure better working conditions, facilitated crossing of both commercial and private 
traffic and a better traffic capacity. During his inspection Minister Djankov will also 
visit the Turkish part of the border check-point.
Source: http://www.minfin.bg/en/pubs/1/7540 - 11 January 2013

A joint contact center for police and customs cooperation among Bulgaria, Greece 
and Turkey will be built at the Bulgarian Kapitan Andreevo border checkpoint, the 
press office of the government announced in April 2011.

The project comes under an agreement made after today’s sitting of the cabinet. The 
center will be managed by coordinators (one from each country) and will provide 
exchange of information in real time, with a focus on illegal migration and human 
trafficking; crimes and violations connected to ID documents; drug trafficking; arms 
trafficking; cigarette smuggling; smuggling in general and others.
Source: Customs E-Newspaper - http://www.mitnici.eu/en/?action=n&id=7009 - 20-04-2011

Kapitan Andreevo and Corruption

The Center for the Study of Democracy published a document entitled "Corruption 
among border guards"2 in which the following border areas in Bulgaria have 
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2 "Corruption among border guards" - Center for the Study of Democracy - 2012.
http://www.csd.bg/artShow.php?id=16109

increased vulnerability to corruption:

Bulgaria

BcpS: Kapitan Andreevo, Lesovo, Kulata, Kalontina, Ilinden, Sofia airport, Burgas 
airport, Varna airport, green borders with Serbia and FYROM.

And recently (May 2012), the Regional Anti-corruption initiative published the 
following article regarding Kapitan Andreevo:

More than 30 customs officers were arrested in the frames of a special operation 
dubbed Customs carried out at the Kapitan Andreevo border checkpoint. The 
operation targeted racketeering of passengers crossing the border checkpoint.
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Visit to Kapıkule Border Crossing Point of Turkey - 19 September 2013

The delegation was received by the Deputy Governor of Edirne and attended a 
general presentation of the Border Crossing Point given by the Head of foreigners 
Police Mr Özturk. 

With Kapitan Andreevo on the 
Bulgarian side, Kapikule Border 
Crossing point is the second 
busied land border crossing 
point In the world and the 
busiest in Europe 

Around 400.000 vehicles and 4 million people cross annually the border in Kapıkule 
that makes 35% of the entire vehicle and 42% of all the passenger traffic passing 
through the land borders of Turkey. To meet the demand resulting from growing 
international crossings, the Union of Chambers and Commodity Exchanges of 
Turkey (TOBB) signed an agreement with the government in August 2007 to 
completely overhaul the facilities on Build-Operate-Transfer basis at a cost of 132 
million TRL (US$100 million in 2007) in exchange for twenty-year operation.
Since 2010, there are 13 passenger car and 5 truck gates for inbound and 7 
passenger car and 6 truck gates for outbound traffic. High tech security equipment 
like smart-card controlled access, closed-circuit television and x-ray truck cargo 
check systems are installed at the border area. Also commercial services are 
provided by fast-food restaurants, duty-free shops, outlet stores, supermarkets and 
banks. The 24 group of buildings, which house all kinds of service facilities, cover 
15,000 m2 (160,000 sq ft) on the 289,050 m2 (3,111,300 sq ft) wide checkpoint area.

Mr Özturk gave a full description of the installations and techniques used by the 
Turkish authorities at border crossing point.

He provided the delegation with some data on exceptional seizures: drugs, ecstasy, 
weapons, ammunition and empties cigarettes

He insisted on the fact that Turkey also has a very significant cigarette smuggling 
problem. More than 40 % of the illicit market in Turkey is Prestige brand cigarettes 
which are produced by Bulgartabac in Sofia Bulgaria. Those cigarettes are exported 
to Iraq and are smuggled back into Turkey. 

He also pointed out the importance of the smuggling of electronic cigarettes.

Mr Geier asked how to improve the border checks and the cooperation with Bulgaria, 
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he insisted on the fact that cigarette smuggling has a negative impact on the own 
resources of the Union and pointed out that according to the Bulgarian authorities 
the Turkish border checks could be improved as regards the irregular immigration.

Mr Mulder raised the issues of the increase of Syrian refugees, the cooperation with 
Bulgaria as regards the protection of one of the external borders of the Union and the 
cooperation with Frontex.
Ms Gräßle voiced some 
concern as to the smuggling 
by sea with the closed port 
of Famagusta as point of 
departure; she also raised 
the issue of the visa policy 
lead by Turkey.

Mr Kalfin also raised the 
issue of the visa policy and 
e c h o e d  the concerns 
expressed by the Bulgarian 
authorities concerning the 
Turkish border control as to 
the immigration. As regards 
cigarette smuggling between Turkey and Bulgaria he wondered who was at its origin.  
In its replies the Turkish police insisted on the need of better cooperation with the 
Bulgarian authorities, joint patrols and operations should be set up. He reminded that 
as to human trafficking, organized crime and smuggling this Turkish border was at the 
very end of the chain. He referred to some contraband roads from Iran to Germany 
with Turkey in transit. 
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Visit of the Ipsala Border Crossing Point - 20 September 2013

The delegation was received by Mr Mehmet Sen, Chief of Ipsala Border Crossing 
Point Police

Mr Mehmet Sen noted that Ipsala BCP is the fourth biggest ground border check point 
in Turkey. At the border zone three institutions are established: police, custom guard 
and smuggling unit and custom unit. He detailed the structure of Ipsala BCP police 
staffed by 26 people. He pointed out certain success stories in drug seizures and as 
regards the fight against human trafficking. He underlined the pressure exercised by 
the Syrian refugees, noted that the issue of illegal migration needs more cooperation 
between the states involved. He gave a full picture of all the facilities provided by the 
BCP (duty free shop and buffer zone included) and insisted on the need of cooperation 
with the Hellenic authorities; in particular, he pointed out that the waiting time at the 
Turkish side was shorter than in Greece due to the limited number of waiting lanes in 
Greece and deplored that it could have repercussion on the waiting time in Turkey. He 
finally stressed that the Evros/Martitza river is a natural border and that the bridge 
crossing the river should be rehabilitated. The railway connection could be 
ameliorated. European investment would be welcome.     

Mr Geier raised the issue of the cooperation with Frontex. Ms Gräßle noted that Ipsala 
is not closed to the Syrian border and asked how to reduce the pressure from the 
refugees; On the same topic Mr Mulder asked how long the Turkish authority keeps the 
data gathered from the refugees. Mr Kalfin was interested by the investment made 
specifically in Ipsala BCP by the Turkish Authority. He also interrogated about the 
roads of cigarette smuggling. Mr Stavrakakis wished to know in which specific field the 
BCP should invest. Mr Mehmet Sen noted that there was enough facility at BCP but 
pointed again the difference in equipment between Turkish and Hellenic equipment; He 
stated that 200 000 Syrian refuges were welcomed in specific centres but that another 
300 000 were living in Turkey which explained a certain pressure at BCP. He stressed, 
nevertheless, that the Eastern Turkish border faces much bigger challenges in terms of 
smuggling, trafficking irregular immigration and influx of refugees than the border with 
Bulgaria. He added that the border with Iran was safe. As to cigarette smuggling he 
underlined in particular that the problem Turkey has to face was also due to Bulgarian 
tobacco.        

After the exchange of views, the delegation had the opportunity to visit the installation 
of the BCP and to see the scanner equipment. To note that with funds from the World 
Bank 8 X ray Systems were procured to the Turkish Customs Union. Five of them which 
are also X ray systems were procured in the framework of EU pre- accession Financial 
Aid Programme in 2007 and started to operate in 2008. Those systems are located in 
particular in Ipsala, and Kapikule.      

Visit to Kipi Border Crossing Point of Greece, meeting with Greek and Frontex 
representatives - 20 September 2013

The delegation was received by the Director of Kipi Custom service, Mr Grigoriou Head 
of Frontex operations in Greece, Ms Matsouka Head of section Prosecution of Drugs 
and weapons (General Customs Directorate and Excise duties).

Introducing the exchange of views the head of the customs office noted that 33 
customs officers were currently employed at Kipi while the organisational chart
foresees 65 places. He stated that he was negotiating the conclusion of a 
memorandum of understanding with his Turkish counterpart with a view to ameliorate
the cross border cooperation.

Mr Geier raised the issue of the cooperation with Frontex, Europol and Olaf. 
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ANNEX I

Brussels, 17 September 2013

Fact-finding delegation of the Budgetary Control Committee to 
BULGARIA border with Greece and Turkey, 

18-20 September 2013

Draft Programme

Members of the delegation:

Jens Geier (S&D, DE) - Head of delegation 1.

Ingeborg Gräßle (EPP, DE)2.
Monika Panayotova (EPP, BG) - (out of quota)3.

Georgios Stavrakakis (S&D, GR)4.
Ivailo Kalfin (S&D, BG) - (out of quota)5.

Jan MULDER (ALDE, NL)6.
Stanimir ILCHEV (LIBE, BG) 7.

CONT Secretariat

Philippe GODTS (AD)8.
Martina STOLARIKOVA (AST)9.

Katrin HUBER (AD) LIBE Secretariat10.

Advisors of Political Groups

Jonas KRAFT (EPP)11.
Vaclav MLS (S&D)12.
Dominykas MORDAS (ALDE)13.

Languages covered
BG, EN, DE, EL, TR
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Interpreters

1. P. Ehrlich (DE) – Team leader

2. I. Stanev (BG)
3. V. Stariradev (BG)
4. S. Hristova (BG)
5. B. Exner-Mara (DE)
6. I. Markel (EN)
7. N. Odabas Guleser (TR)
8. E. Diriker (TR)
9. M. Provata (EL)
10. A. Antonakis (EL)

M. Van de Velde - Technician

Coordination in Bulgaria

Nikolay DANOVSKI

Coordination in Turkey

Burçe ARI

Accommodation in Bulgaria

Hilton Sofia
1 Bulgaria Blvd
Sofia, 1421
TEL: 359-2-933-5000 
FAX: 359-2-933-5111 
www.hilton.com/Sofia

Accommodation in Turkey

Rys Hotel
I.Murat Mahallesi Talatpa-a Cad. No: 82/A 
Merkez-Edirne 22030
Tel: +90 (284) 2130 797 | 
Fax: +90 (284) 2255 800
www.ryshotel.com

Transport in Bulgaria & Turkey
CAR RENTAL BULGARIA
Trade Center Europe, block 15
7, Iskarsko Shousse blvd.
1528 Sofia, Bulgaria
Direct/Fax:  +359 2 974 3663
Mobile: +359 88 999 3663
e-mail: office@carrental.bg
www.carrental.bg
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Useful addresses in Sofia

National Assembly of the Republic of Bulgaria
Sofia 1169
2, Narodno sabranie Square

Ministry of the Interior
Sofia 1000
29, Shesti Septemvri Str.

Customs Agency to the Ministry of Finance
Sofia 1202
47, Georgi Sava Rakovski Blvd.

Chief Directorate Border Police
Sofia 1202
46, Knyaginya Mariya Luisa Blvd.

Recommended flights of delegation

From Brussels to Sofia
OUTWARD

Flight On Leg Departure time Arrival time
FB 406 18 SEPT Brussels Airport 08:50 12:25

From Istanbul to Brussels
RETURN 

Flight On Leg Departure time Arrival time
TK 1941 20 SEPT Istanbul Airport 19:10 21:35
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18 September 2013, Wednesday 

12.25 Arrival of the delegation at Sofia airport 

15.30 Meeting with the Minister of Interior, Mr. Tsvetlin Yovchev

16.30 Meeting with representatives of the Budgetary and Financial 
Committee and the Defense Committee of the National Assembly of
Bulgaria

17.30 Meeting with the Director of the Customs Agency 

18.30 Meeting with the Director of Chief Directorate Border Police and visit 
of the National Coordination Center 

Free dinner arrangements

Accommodation in Sofia

19 September 2013, Thursday

Visit of the regional Accomodation center Pastrogor, the Bulgarian-
Turkish border and discussions with local Turkish authorities

Early in the 
morning (around 
7.30)

Transfer by bus from the hotel to the regional Accomodation center 
Pastrogor Border Crossing Point Kapitan Andreevo at the Bulgarian-
Turkish border 

(around 3 h and 30 min in total)

11.45 Visit of the Pastrogor Accommodation Center of the State Agency 
on the Refugees 

12.45 Transfer to Svilengrad 

13.00 Lunch in a restaurant in Svilengrad (organized by the Ministry of 
Interior)

14.30 Visit and presentation of the Border Police Station - Svilengrad

14.45 Transfer to Border Crossing Point “Kapitan Andreevo”

15.00 Visit of BCP “Kapitan Andreevo” and meetings with representatives 
of the border police and the customs authorities 

17.00

19.00

20.00

Visit to Kapıkule Border Crossing Point of Turkey in the presence of 
the Deputy Governor of Edirne and with the authorities involved in 
the border checks

Transfer by bus to Edirne (around 20 min)

Dinner with the Deputy Governor and the representatives of Turkish 
authorities
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Accommodation in Edirne

20 September 2013, Friday 

Visit of the Hellenic-Turkish border and visit to EU supported 
projects (tbc)

Early in the 
morning (around 
7.30)

Transfer with bus from the hotel to the to the Border Crossing 
Point Ipsala at the Turkish border (around 2.5 hours)

9.30 Visit of the Ipsala Border Crossing Point  

10.30 Visit to Kipi Border Crossing Point of Greece, meeting with Greek 
and Frontex representatives (tbc)

11.30

13.30

Transfer from the Kipi Border Crossing Point of Greece to Edirne

Working lunch with Greek and Bulgarian Consuls (Ipsala) 

14.45 Transfer by bus to Istanbul airport (around 3 hours)

18.00 – 18.30

19.10

Press interview with daily newspaper "Today's Zaman" at the VIP 
Hall of the İstanbul Atatürk Airport – Journalist: Mrs. Gamze Gül

Departure from Istanbul airport

End of the delegation


